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Special rules will address emergency procedures, newly minted surgeons transitioning into
staff positions and surgeons who have been away from the operating room due to illness
or because they were on sabbatical. Surgeons seeking to obtain, regain or expand their
privileges may be required to perform a certain number of supervised procedures to
increase their volumes, Birkmeyer says.
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The notion of high-value screening is a sensible way for doctors and patients to decide
whether a particular test for cancer makes sense, said Dr. Richard Schilsky, chief medical
officer for the American Society of Clinical Oncology. He wasn't involved in crafting the
ACP recommendations.
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Psychologists and tobacco-addiction specialists, includingsome in world-leading
laboratories in Britain, think it's nowtime to distinguish clearly between nicotine and
smoking. Theevidence shows smoking is the killer, not nicotine, they say.
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The Maryland Court of Special Appeals issued an order Monday remanding the case of
Adnan Syed, whose story was the centerpiece of the "Serial" podcast and who is serving a
life sentence for the murder of his former high school girlfriend Hae Min Lee, to a lower
court so the testimony of the witness who was never interviewed can be added to the
record.
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She looked as elegant and stylish as always wearing a spring fresh dress by Jenny
Packham. Duchess devotees will remember that she wore a blue polka dot frock by the
same designer when she left the hospital with Prince George almost two years ago and
both were custom made.
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The plan calls for restoring 7 million acres of bee habitat in the next five years. Numerous
federal agencies will have to find ways to grow plants on federal lands that are more varied
and better for bees to eat because scientists have worried that large land tracts that grow
only one crop have hurt bee nutrition.
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The event was billed as the first CharityVision Fight Night and was expected to raise more
than $1 million to provide surgeries for the blind and medical supplies to people living in
poverty around the world.
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The policemen were among 49 people charged over the death of 27-year-old Farkhunda,
who was brutally beaten to death at a Kabul shrine on March 19 after being falsely
accused of burning a Quran. Like many Afghans, she had only one name.
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All this raises other questions: Could nicotine prime thebrains of young people to seek
harder stuff? Or, in an ageingsociety, could its stimulant properties benefit people
whosebrains are slowing, warding off cognitive decline intoAlzheimer's and delaying the
progression of Parkinson's disease?
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The plan is not just for the Department of Interior, which has vast areas of land under its
control. Agencies that wouldn't normally be thought of, such as Housing and Urban
Development and the Department of Transportation, will have to include bee-friendly
landscaping on their properties and in grant-making.
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"Conditions affecting households and small and medium sizedenterprises are getting
worse despite the cut in interestrates," said Chris Weafer, senior partner at Macro
Advisoryconsultancy in Moscow.
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Suicide or Survive (SOS) is a community-based charity that works towards breaking down
stigma and discrimination. It also aims to ensure that anyone affected by mental health
issues has access to appropriate services.
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The group's acquisition of German and Spanish cable TV and broadband firms Kabel
Deutschland and ONO - designed to ensure Vodafone did not get outflanked by rivals
offering Television, fixed-line broadband and telephone service, alongside mobile phone
packages - had also provided a strong platform for further growth in Europe, Vodafone
said.
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Mount St. Helens, which sits between Seattle and Portland, Oregon, erupted in an
explosion of hot ash on May 18, 1980, spewing debris over a wide area, killing 57 people
and causing more than $1 billion in damage.
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“I can’t speak for Bryce, but for myself, the most normal part of the day was from 3 p.m. to
midnight when I was at the stadium,” Rodriguez told the Daily News during an exclusive
sit-down interview. “The most challenging is what happens before and after.”
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Rousseff, who has been forced to cut spending on publicworks to put government finances
in order, is preparing apackage of concessions to attract private investors to build
ormodernize Brazil's railways, roads, ports and airports. It willbe announced in early June.
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The Force Touch trackpad is so named because of its haptic feedback. And the trackpad
can detect the amount of pressure you apply to the surface, leading to different outcomes.
Pressing hard on a word a webpage, for example, may let you quickly summon a definition
or synonym for that word. Pressing down hard on an address may open a map.
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FRANKFURT/ BRUSSELS, May 19 (Reuters) - The European CentralBank will accelerate
the pace of money printing to buygovernment bonds over the next two months, one of its
topofficials said, while voicing concern about recent swings onbond markets.
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Residents remove mud and debris as they search for bodies after a landslide in the
municipality of Salgar, in Antioquia department, Colombia May 18, 2015. A landslide sent
mud and water crashing onto homes in a town in Colombia's northwest mountains. Heavy
rains caused a ravine to overflow, sending mud and water onto neighboring homes in
Salgar. REUTERS/El Colombiano
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Chris Kreider tied the score with a power play goal. But then at 11:15 of the first Johnson
scored again, with Derek Stepan in the penalty box. All this tight, clean, sometimes
beautiful hockey from the Rangers since the playoffs started, with so much more defense
than offense in front of Lundqvist, and the Rangers so rarely beating themselves. Not
Monday night.
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